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NOMOS in first place, twice—at the “Goldene Unruh” 2020: Tangente Sport and Metro rose gold are the winners. 

NOMOS Glashütte in first place, 
twice  
The “Goldene Unruh” is one of the most important awards in the 
German watch industry, recognizing the “best watches in the world.” 
This year two NOMOS watches have won: Tangente Sport and  
Metro rose gold 

GLASHÜTTE, FEBRUARY 2020. A win-win for NOMOS Glashütte! The watches Tangente 
Sport neomatik 42 date marine black and Metro rose gold neomatik 39 took first place in 
the price classes up to 5,000 euros and up to 10,000 euros respectively. Both models 
were clear winners, beating the second-placed established-brand watches by a large 
number of votes. The event’s organizer, Ebner Media Group, described this contest as 
one to find the “best watches in the world.” 

Tangente Sport with a dial in marine black is the most recent self-winding watch from 
NOMOS: sporty, ultra-water resistant, equipped with a date and neomatik caliber. Metro 
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rose gold is the watchmaking company’s newest gold timepiece: sophisticated, elegant, 
and also equipped with a neomatik movement. The NOMOS Club Campus model enjoyed 
a remarkable placement: This youthful timepiece—for graduates and young people 
entering the world of work—came tenth in the price class up to 2,500 euro.  

NOMOS Glashütte is the market leader for German watchmakers. The manufacturer, 
which is part of the 175-year-old tradition of Glashütte watchmaking, is owner-operated 
and independent—representing “Made in Germany” at its best. In 2015 and 2018 NOMOS 
Glashütte introduced its two new super slender in-house watch movements, which tick 
inside prizewinning watch models and have set entirely new standards in the industry. 

Around 15,000 watch enthusiasts took part in this reader vote—from “Focus,” the 
news magazine with a large readership, and “Uhren-Magazin,” the special interest 
watchmaking publication. NOMOS models have been a firm favorite of readers who take 
part in this vote: The brand has been selected 40 times to date. 
 
Should you require more information and images, or if you would like an interview with 
us or our winning watches: we’re always delighted to hear from you. 
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